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Colour me in!

Follow the gardens map!

Holiday activity booklet

Crack the code!

Picture map!Dragonflies are out and 
about in the gardens - 
can you see any?

Look on the plants near 
the lakes. (The Japanese 
Gardens are a good 
place to spot them!)

Use these drawings to guide you through this gardens map.
j Use your finger first to follow the clues
k Draw a line to connect the 10 dots from start to finish

Can you find the 10 Easter eggs hidden in this booklet? As you find each one, write 
the number next to the egg.

Follow the 10 words that have a ‘sh’ sound in them 
to help the native bee make its way to the swamp 
paperbark flowers around the bottom lake.

Use the code to find the answer 
to this joke!

How do trees get onto the internet?

!
Use the code to make your own joke and see if your family and friends can crack the code!
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Use a different combination of clues and see if your friends and family can 
follow the map, or design your own map and clues!

they have 2 big eyes 
to spot their food

only eat 
while flying

hold their wings 
out flat when resting

dr

agonflies

fold their 
wings up 

when resting

damselflies

use their feet to 
catch their food
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Answers: PICTURE MAP! Mushroom, Shower, Brush, Fish, Bush, Shirt, Shoe, Rubbish, Shovel, Shark; CRACK THE CODE! They log on!



You’ve just drawn a firewheel tree flower! Its flowers are coloured red with a 
yellow tip like fire and they make a round shape like a wheel. Spot this Australian 
rainforest tree on the path near the 
boardwalk opposite the Davidson’s Plum.

animal on a tree  tree on the ground  seedling in the water  water in the air  wind

fly check check times check

turtle

beetle

eel

pelican

fish

possum

dragonfly

spider

Have you spotted a Dusky Moorhen in the Gardens?

Copy the drawings in the boxes into the grid below to create 
a drawing of something beautiful you can find in the gardens.
Once you’ve finished turn the page upside down to read about it.

Where can you spot these animals in the gardens?
Use a tick check to show where the animal lives
and a cross times to show where they do not live.
We’ve done the first one for you.

I can be found...
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Mystery drawing!Where do animals live?
to see the flowers! up
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